
Lakeside Healthcare Stamford 
Patient Participation Group 

Annual General Meeting Minutes

29th January 2018

Attendees PPG:

Duncan Lawson  Peter Shough   Patsy Burke  Olivia Green   Keith Spurr    Sue Prior   
Paddy Jelen   Sue Twells    Sandy Lawson  Ken Otter   Elizabeth Sumption   Marion Pitt  
Brenda White  Celia Brown  Brian Brown  Barry Doggett  Marjorie Doggett  Wendy Laughton  
Michael Sharpe  Theresa Burrows  Val Selby  Barry Cleamor  Sarah Nottidge  David Langridge  
Arthur Ricketts  Jackie Gross  Jan Guthrie  Jim Guthrie  Sue Mann  Nicki Morphy  John Godber  
Barbara Sanderson  Dr W. Proudlock Vanessa Shackleton  Chris Lemmon  Peter Lemmon 
Gillian Langley  David Baxter  Richard Bolton  Lorna Lewthwaite  Marion Durose  
Richard Gillanders  Harrish Bisnauthsing 

Attendees Practice:

Simon Stitson – Hub Manager    Dr. Angus Macdonald     Dr. Helen Little   Dr. Tom Eames 

          1.   Apologies

          Vivien Gibney  Babs Cornish   John & Madge Broughton  Sheila Sismore  Tom Dykes
          Peter Jackson  

          2. Introduction from existing Chairpersons              Duncan Lawson / Peter Shough
    
Peter- This is an unusual meeting- closing two PPGs for one. 
Over last couple of years, there have been two key issues for both PPGs. Firstly, organising two 
Educational Days for  Dementia and Diabetes. (Especial thanks to Keith Spurr and Ken Otter, who 
did wonderful work to put those days together.) Secondly, the  merger/amalgamation of the three 
surgeries, (now LHS) involving substantial consultation and three public meetings. All involved in 
gathering and analysing the feedback. Particular thanks to Vivien Gibney for her clear thinking and 
emotional intelligence. 
Thanks to all those Sheepmarket  committee members who have contributed so much over recent 
years and who have now stood down, especially to Brenda White (former Secretary) Gill Langley 
(Former Chair?) and to Sue Twells (Treasurer)  

Duncan -  Over 50 people present tonight. Thank you all for attending. Firstly, both sets of 
committee members are to resign. Many thanks to the retiring members of the St Mary's PPG, 
especially Sandy Lawson as Treasurer  for the last three years. She kept accounts meticulously 
and showed great patience in dealings with the Charity Commissioners. (She, with Sue Twells, will 
help the new Treasurer, who is now unopposed. ) Harrish Bisnauthsing , whose great contacts in 
local government and media have been most helpful. Keith Spurr, as Secretary of three years and 
Sue Prior, whose contribution in drafting our new constitution has been invaluable. Also,Theresa 
Burrows – a long- standing member, Tom Dykes, (1 year) and Wendy Laughton, especially for 
organising interesting speakers. Good luck for your futures



          3. Election of Officers

            Ken Otter withdrew from standing for Chair, to be a committee member, in favour of Vivien  
            Gibney
            Sandy Lawson withdrew from standing as Treasurer in favour of Marion Pitt.
            The following were elected, unopposed:

             Chair Vivien Gibney 
             Vice- Chair  To be appointed at next committee meeting
                   Treasurer    Marion Pitt (with the initial help of Sandy and Sue Twells)
             Secretary Patsy Burke
             
            Duncan read  all the committee member proformas aloud. The following were elected:

            David Baxter  Harrish  Bisnauthsing   Olivia Green   Paddy Jelen  Ken Otter  Sue Prior 
            Peter Shough Keith Spurr. 

In Vivien's absence as new Chairperson, Duncan proposed Peter to take over the rest of the 
proceedings. All in agreement

4. Constitution

We will make a copy of the Constitution available to you all over the next week, so you can peruse 
it and get in touch about any concerns. It was previously emailed by Duncan to St Mary's 
membership list and posted on our Facebook page.

5. Terms of Reference

As for The Constitution. Please contact the Secretary if you have any enquiries.

6. Chair signs the new Constitution, if agreed

lt will be signed by Vivien at an EGM 

7. Financial Situation                                                 Sue Twells / Sandy Lawson

Sue- Sheepmarket and St Mary's will work together to close down the existing accounts and liaise 
with the Charity Commission. Sue wished the new PPG well with their future work, responding to 
the needs of the patients

Sandy – The new Constitution and terms of Reference approved and signed off, before a single, 
new account is created.

8.  Charity Arrangements

Sandy - It will take approximately 6 months to sort  all the accounts out

9. Any other business

        Sue Prior -  What areas would you ( all members of the meeting) like us to consider?

1. Do you intend to change the charitable objects? Who will the new trustees be ? 
       Peter- No. Any changes to the aims would be put to a future AGM meeting for decision
 



2. How will Lakeside Management react with this committee?
      Peter- At committee meetings attended by the Practice /Hub Manger and a doctor/doctors. We 

have been preoccupied by all the recent changes, over the last two years. Sheepmarket had an 
CQC Inspection last year. Peter and Patsy attended to represent the PPG. The same was true for 
St. Mary's.

     3. Does Lakeside have non-executive members?
     Dr. Little -  We have two Non-Executive Directors of the Lakeside Board present. Dr. Tom Eames 

and Dr. Angus MacDonald
     Simon – We have a good relationship with our PPG, and we are looking to expand and develop 

this.

    4. It is important  that we always have a meeting at the time proposed and that patients are told if 
the time of the meeting has changed. This was noted by the Chair and Secretary.

    5. Finances - How are the funds used? A planned educational event was abandoned last year.
     Sandy – There was a misunderstanding over how the SKDC funds were to be used. Since then, we

have been concentrating on the amalgamation. Funds will be spent in the future. 
     Sue Prior -  under the new Constitution, the funds can be spent for wider purposes, apart from the 

ring-fenced bequests
       
     6. The Constitution is for the new PPG? PPG is a charity?
     Sue- Yes.  The PPG is a charity. We are waiting to see what the Charity Commission decides.        
     There may have to be amendments, as requested by the Charity Commission, but it is designed to
     meet their requirements.

7. What will the committee members do?
Peter – we hope to identify specific jobs, ( I.e Communications / Education) that committee 
members can undertake

8.  Please consider how improvements could be made with regards to being more inclusive and 
friendly to minority disadvantaged groups. (The patient explained how he is blind, and was given 
literature and information, which he couldn't read) 

9. Harrish   -  following the merger, what are the extra benefits for all?
Simon-  some short term some longer term, for example the plans for a  purpose- built primary care
Practice. Other initiatives are to work with, “ Primary Care Home” ( a CCG STP initiative) with  
services on this site.  A new appointment system- navigating patients to the person who would best
serve their needs. Last year, the patient lists were consolidated. This year, we are working on how 
to bring the two buildings into one team. (Since Sept 2017) This is a, ''change process', which takes
time. We are open to patients' feedback.

Harrish – more doctors?
Simon- varied roles, different grades of nurses, a new pharmacy team. We are looking to invest in 
this as we move forward .It is a different team, not just doctors. It is a  continual journey of 
evolution. We are moving forward to meet the need of our patients.

Harrish – repeat prescriptions change of process?
Simon- This is a  decision made outside the Practice, by South Lincs CCG. The aim is to manage 
the prescribing process more strictly and safely, and to save money for the CCG.

10. Are the St Mary's records being moved to Sheepmarket? Do we get a new doctor allocated to 
us?
Simon – records are now held by a company. Not be allocated new doctors



11. Not happy about being expected to tell your requirements to the receptionist and they pick the 
relevant doctor.
Simon- no, you can have the doctor of your choice. Initial triage. It is mostly done by telephone. 

12. A former Little Surgery Patient would have liked to have had a welcome pack, so we would 
know what is going on. ( re new procedure) 
Simon- apologised and said a welcome pack is a good idea for the future. We have invested in a 
new website. We now have 32,460 patients and we have to have new procedures

13. A new Sheepmarket patient would like to know something about the doctors, before choosing 
one. Also, do we have a person who is responsible for liaising with carers?
Simon – will take that back to his team
Peter- yes, we have someone , who has done a lot of work in this area.

14. What is the care available for Mental Health? 
 Dr. Eames – Dr. Dan Petrie has done a lot to  set up various services. This is why we want to steer
you towards the appropriate professional

15. How does a receptionist, who has no clinical experience, triage effectively?. (Time implications)
Simon- they are trained to follow a protocol 
Dr. Eames - Receptionists did used to make these decisions, but now they follow a protocol, which 
we constantly review (care navigation) 
Simon- the team can upgrade the care, at any stage

16. New prescription routine. What do people have to do now? 
Simon-  a leaflet is available and the Practice is updating systems online, also use the telephone 
service or use the selection section of the prescription. Sign up to order online, if you can

17. Problems with initial amount of telephone calls to sort it out.
Simon – yes. We need a form of ID to set it up.
Sue – spoke to both sets of engagement officers at CCG, who have not given the practice 
anywhere near enough time to set this up.

Peter-  Thanks to everyone. Get in touch with us if you have a concern

Duncan and Peter will contact Vivien to agree the date of the next committee meeting.


